Computing the ABCs Performance Composite
201112
The ABCs Performance Composite is the percentage of the test scores in the school at or above
Achievement Level III (often referred to as “at grade level” or “proficient”).

To determine the performance composite for schools with
combinations of grades K-8:
1. Count the number of test scores for students who are enrolled in the grade or subject
(reading, mathematics, science or end-of-course) for which they were tested (e.g., third
grade EOG scores for third graders in membership in the school on the first day of Spring
testing).This is the denominator.
2. Count the number of proficient EOG (or their alternate) scores and EOC (or their
alternate) scores included in 1 above.The higher of the original or retestscores on end-ofgrade and end-of-course assessments taken during the 2011-12 school year was applied
for calculating ABCs Performance Composites and AMO results, where applicable. This
is the numerator.
3. Divide the numerator by the denominator and multiply by 100 to get the percent
proficient (performance composite).

To determine the performance composite for schools
withcombinations of grades K-8 and 9-12
1. Count the number of test scores for students who are enrolled in the grade orsubject
(reading, mathematics, science or end-of-course) for which they were tested (e.g., English
I scoresfor students in the fall block course on the first day of fall testing). Include both
fall and spring EOC scores.
2. Count the number of summer school EOC scores credited to the school (from the
previous summer); and, count Algebra I scores for students who took the Algebra I test
prior to 9th grade (only for schools with grades 9-12) and are in membership in 9th grade
on the first day of spring testing.
3. Add (1) and (2); this is the denominator.
4. Count the number of proficient EOG (or their alternate) scores or EOC (or their
alternate)scores included in 1 and 2 above.
5. Divide the numerator by the denominator and multiply by 100 to get the percentproficient
(performance composite).
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Notes:
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Grade is determined by the NCWISE record associated with the student on the first day
of testing.
Membership is determined by the NCWISE record associated with the student onthe first
day of testing.
Membership in EOC courses is determined by the NCWISE record associated withthe
student on the first day of testing (e.g., first day of Spring testing) showing thestudent is
scheduled into a course section that carries the official state course code for thestandard
course of study course that gives the credit associated with the EOC test (e.g., thestate
course code for Biology for the Biology test).
Only one test score for any student for one subject is used in the above calculations.
Theorder of preference is:
o Spring test administration
o Fall test administration
o Summer test administration
o Historic Algebra I tests
The higher of the original or retest scores on end-of-course assessments taken during the
2011-12 school year was applied for calculating ABCs Performance Composites and
AMO results, where applicable.
Tests for absent students and mis-administered tests are excluded from the performance
composite calculations.
See State Board of Education policy GCS-C-020 for a list of the components of the
ABCs performance composite in specific years.
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